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NEW AND SCARCE FRUITS.
LUCRETIA I)EWBERRY.

I i.

quite remarkable, the b-erries fairly crowding one another. u.P.on the bushes_. _ Its hg,bit of growth is slender and
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RlcHMOND, IND.,.Sc¢Jc1%Gc„o, /6:J5.
I first described and advertised this desirable fruit, and offer genuine plants.

BENJAMIN STRATTAN.
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THE MELON PEAR OR MELON SHRUB.
The following article on the Melon.I,,enrwas written a few months ago toithe `` PaQlfic Rural Press " of San
Francisco, and explains well the nature and value of this fruit :
t. During my I.,sidence in Central America, I took much interest in the native fruits and plants of that region, and endeavored tchdiscover any fruits capable of being successfully cultivated in California.
As is well
known, the Central American States are divided illto two distinct Parts-the coast, which is absolutely tropical, and the interior highlands, which in Climatic and other Conditions present the greatest simila,rity to California. On the coast the flora is very different from ours, and there we will in vain search for any plants capab|e of being successfully or profitably grown here. In the bighlands, where sometimes the thermometer sinks
to 3o degrees Fahr., conditions resemble ours Very mllch. The number 6f beautiful fruits grown there is very
large, and it needs no acquired taste to learn to appreciate such of ihem as the jocote, the rose apple, the gTena.
di||a, the banana, the aguacate, etc. Among all the varieties Cultivated, our attention was especially attracted
to the Melon Pear. the " Pepino,': as the natives Call it. The plantbelongs to the Solanum family, and its
scientific Dame was supposed by the eminent French botanist, M. Rousignon, to be Solanum Guatemalense.
professor Hilga,rd, hovever, doubts the identity of the Species, and evidentlywith good reasoii. The true Solanun me|ongena is a native of Himalaya, and the highlands of Persia, and its cultivation and variation in Cen-

PRUNUS PISSARI)I.
A remarkable new
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tra| America, exclusive of intermediate Countries, Could only With difficulty be expl&ined. Dr. Behr has called
attention to this fact ln the Academy ol Sciences and noted it as highly remarkable and of the greatest interest.

The Melon Shrub as it grows in the Central American higb]ands is, as the name defines it, a shrub. It
reaches two or three feet either way, and recalls in many respects'the Chile.pepper vine, or the tomato. The
flowers resemble those of the Chile-Pepper, are Very numerous and of a beautiful violet color, most charming
when used in flonLldecorations. Theplantsshould be Setin rows four feet apart and two feet in the rows. A
month and a halt after being set out, the frui[ Will begin to set, and in three months after planting the fruit will
ripen and continue to ripen until checked by the frost. The fruit is of the size of a goose egg, or even larger,
and very much of the same Shape. The Color is lemon or pale orange with streaks or waves of bright violet, the
whole making a fruit unrivaled in beatlty. The interior of the fruit is a solid pulp similar to that of a pear,
also of a pale yellow color, and of a taste I.e8embling thfLt of a fine musk-melon, but which has besides a most
charming acid, so wholesome and so delicious that when the fruit is partcken of on a very warm day, it allays
the thirst for several hours .
The plant is an enormous yie]der. I have Seen plants of small size, say two by two feet, bea,r 30 large fruit
which from their size and weight pressed the branches to the ground, and thus formed a m{`st beautiful border
a,11 around the plant.
The melon Shrub can stand light frost, b`'1t h`eavy fl.oat will cut it to the ground. The dead branches should
then be cut off, the pla``ts covered with an inch 6r So of soll or straw, and will, if so protected, stunt up in the
spring as vigorously as before.
Having decided upon the merits of this plant and its fruit, and being satisfied that lt will become a most
welcome addition to the fruit of not only California-, but of all the Middle and Southern States of the Union, I
decidedto bring the sa,me with me to California and try it here.
After a good deal of trouble, expense and
anxiety, I have now eminently succeeded. Tfie Melon Shrub grows in California even better than in Central
America. and the fruit is decidedly superior.
|t requires acool climate, such as the coast range, the higher foothills, Sam Diego, Log Angeles, the Bay,
etc. |t will grow well with Plenty of water, even in the hot valleys : but the fruit will not Set until too late in
the fall, when the weather is too cold to produce a plofithb|e crop. The plant is not a tropical one ; it is one delighting in cool and damp atmospheres. Where the above conditions.are favorable,.it will prove a most valuable and interesting fruit."
``our experience last Winter is that the fruit keeps well. Fruit picked unripe before frost in October, .kept
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and ripened until February 15th, when we ate the last of the friiit. . Thus it shows it is a fine shipping fruit, and
comes at a time when other fruits are scarce. The'fruit ripens three months after the plants are set out, and
keeps on ripening until frost kills them. The fruit of the melon shl`ub is eaten fresh, and is the most cooling of
all fruits we have ever tasted. Its fine acid allays thirst readily. Where no hard frosts occur the plants bear
fruit the whole year 'round. This fruit, grown Here in California, has for the last six months been on tbe marLets o£ Los Angeles and Sam Franr,isco, and has attracted much attention and favor, bringing from 15 to 25 cts.
each. The Melon Pear must not be Confounded with the melon tree, (Carica papaya.) It is entirely different.
Tile Melon Pear has No sEEDs."

CULTURE.-The Melonpear isbestplanted in rows four feet apart, annd set two feet apart in the row.
Cultivate as you would tomatoes or Strawberries. If soil is poor, use a liberal supply of manure.
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tree in cultivation, with more distinct-
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constitutes this a perpetual ornament . This tree Could also be Cultivated in pots, like Spireas and,similar busbes,
since it is easily confined within a small compass, and grows Co'mpact and of a handsome form.

It is certainly, we repeat, theimost remarkable Plant Which has been introduced for a long time.
no doubt, be much sought after by all admirers of beautiful trees.''

|t will,

On my own grounds at the Dunreith Nursery, the Pissardi Plum has grown finely during the seasofls Of
1883,1884 and 1885. The tree ls perfeetly hardy, and of an upright and vigorous habit. I am sure it will charm
cultivators.

The Pissardi Plum has now:fruited fully in this ooiintry, and proves to be a really valuable fruit. It i8 said
to be unusually free from the depredations of the curculio. I ha,ve a nice stock of trees at the following prices:
Pissardi Plum, 3 to 5 feet ......................................... 60 cents each ..................... „ .................. $6 00 per dozen.
"

"

"

"

1% to 2 feet ..... „ ................................ 35 cents each ........ „ ............... „ .............. 3 50

"

"

mailing:Size, prepaid .......... „.„ ....... 25 cents each ........... „ ................... „ ....... 2 50 "

PRUNUS SIMONI.

many years, being hardy as far north as
central Iowa and Nebraska, aiid in protected situations even farther. The tree is
hardier than the \Ben Davis apple tree,
which is one of our hardiest American vaTieties. I can not do better than quote the
description o£ Prunut Simoni given by Prof.
Budd, of the Iowa Agricultural College,
Ames, Iowa, as given by him in the Pra€r&.a

a:`

Prof. Budd, says:

'.+

*

*

``We can confirm all that has been said by the California growers in regard to the early bearing of this

Boblns®n Plum is a seedling, grown by Mr. Picket,

will prove a valuable ornamental and fruit
tree on the prairies, wherever it will endure
our winters. The young trees have stood
the past test-winter .on the College farm far
better than our apple trees of the grade of
hardinessof Ben Davis.

Philadelphia Garde72er'8 Ifo7!£fazy, were described as ` `firm in flesh and admirable in flavor.`` '

R0BINSON PLUM.

"Beyond all reasonable doubt this tree

In all

respects this is a botanical curiosity. In
color of bark, a,nd in all points, except the
netveiningandcolor of the lea,veg, it resembles the peaoli. In appearance the fruit
more Closely resembles a flattish, smooth,
brick-red tomato than any stone fruits, yet
in smell and flavor it approaches very near
the Nectarine.
" Its history and character al.e well given

KEI-SEY'S .APAN PLUM.
This remarka,ble plum was imported from Japan into California in 1871, by the mte John Kelsey, Of California, whose name has been given to the fruit as a just tribute to the memory of one of California's pioneers in
Hortioulture, and the introducer of a fruit that promises to be the best and most prolific of all our plums.
This plum has been in bearing since 1876, and the trees have never failed to produce all the fruit they could
carry. The following points are claimed for lt : ``Its wonderful productiveness is hot surpassed by any other
plum, native or foreign. It comes into bearing at the age of two or three year. The fruit is of very large size,
being frcm 7 to 9 inches in circumference with a small pit. Specimens sometimes weigh 6% ounces each. Color
rich yellow, nearly overspread with bright red, with a lovely bloom.
It is of excellent quality, melting, rich,
andjuicy, Itslarge size renders the paring of the fruit as practicable a8 the peach, and it excels all other
plums for canning. As a dried fruit this is destined to take the lead, equal to, if not surpass]ng the best dried
pruhes. In texture it is firm and meaty, possessing superior shipping qualities. It ripens from first to last o£
September. Specimens shipped from Sam Francisco in October, 1882, to Thomas Meehan, Esq., editor of the

fruit. Bearing peach trees, budded in June of last year with buds o£ Kelsey7s Japan Plum, made agrowth o£
several feet the same season, and set well to fruit this spring. The blooming period is attout the same as tliat
of the Wild Goose, which adapts it to cultivation in this latitude. We have cultivated the Kelsey Japan Plum
twoyears.
The trees resemble the best varieties of the Chlckasaw type, they are hardy, vigorous, and very
productive. Having received our grafts from one o± the original imported trees thathad been proved in
bearing, we thus avoid the confusiori that surrounds several other Japan Plums, whose value hove not yet been
established." ``Several of our correspondeflts on the Pacific coast fully endorse the great value of jrezseey's Jopa7D
P!"in, and from the most trustworthy reports we fully believe that this new fruit will be of great value to the
Southern States, and soon become as popular as the now far famed Japan Persimmons have."
Kelsey's Japan Plum trees, 4 to 5 feet, 75o. each. Mailing size, 50c. each, se.cO per dozen.

Apricot Plum.-This new plum, a native
of Northern China, is believed to be the
most valuable new fruit introduced for

FCErmer of June 7th,1884.

5

PRUNUS SIMONI.

by Simon Ijouis, of Metz, France, in his ` Guide Pratique,' who says . ` It ls oie of the most interesting, and undeniabl}' one of the most remarkable introductions made for a long time from the Celestial Empire. It i8 due to
Mr. Eugene Simon, who sent it to the Paris Museum of Natura,1 History, when he was French Consul at Pekin.

::::Btswae:::1:rtrEe:'rowp]e:nq;i:e=:rag:a]:Ee8'd::¥iee`fl};Pwt::£]::Vpe]Sj:£sao:%££Snha£.¥t%go9i::-i#i-:agsle:±r]a+ghp£:#nn¥
open in early spring. Its fruits are very pretty, with very snort stem, of the size of the OI`1eans plum, with brick
red or dark cinnabar color. They are much thicker than long, and have a deep cavity at each extremity. The
flesh shows a fine aprloot yellow, _is firm, and has a peculiar aromatic flavor not found in the plums we cultivate.
This distinct species adds a new type to our fruit collections-a type without another represeiitatlve among our
fruit trees.'J
" As with most of the Oriental fruits, this I`eaches Its highest perfection ln a hot, dry summer air.

Hence
we may expect tlle fruit to be larger and richer in Iowa than at Rochester, N. Y., and even better than in the
valley o± the Moselle, ln France, where this fruit is now so popular."

One of the best authorities says oI Pmnus Simoni : " It will be the King o£ Frillts-better than any Apricot.
In France lt is placed at the head of pl.unes, and is very hardy."

of Putnam County, Indi8n&, from seed brought from North
Carolina, nearly fifty years ago.
The tree, since large
enough, baa borne abundant crops nearly every year, but
was never brought to the notice of the public until 1879,
when Dr. J. H. Robinson, of Putnam County, read a paper
bet ore the Indiana Horticultural Society on Chickasaw
Plums, and gave a very flattering description of this variety,
which he had been watching since 1872, and of which he
had two good crops on his own trees, which bore two
bushels to the tree five years after planting, and have borne
good crops annually since, except once, when killed by late
frosts. It was named by the Putnan County IIorticultura]
Society. ``Robinson," in honor of Dr. Robinson. It has
been most highly recommended and endorsed by the In.
diana Horticultural Society for several years, aB the t!et,t
plum grown in the State.
J. W. Ragan, ]n his report to Indiana Horticultural
Society,1881, says :
"The Robinson bore one-third crop of
good, smooth plums this year ; twelve trees yieldlDg more
than twenty-five bushels.
Fruit slightly oblong, nearly
round, with an indistinct future; color apretty marbled
red on a yellowish ground ; flesh, when fully ripe, very
fine, almost sweet, juiey ; " hen cooked it i8 one of the best,
(having almost no trace of that bitter astringeney of some
of the chickasaw varieties), and very rich. A fine canning
plum, seed very small."
M. W. Hobbs, Secretary of the Indian Horticultural
Society, thus writes of the Robinson:
"On the 19th of
August, 1884, we weflt to P`itnam County to see this Plum in
bearing, and there, on Mr. JohnsoD's place, saw two hundred trees, which he planted two years ago, now Six to eight
feet high, loaded with the finest fruit. Mr. Coleman, of the
same place, planted eleven small trees four years ago, now
about two inches in diameter, eight feet high, and the limbs
weighted to the grou_nd and _breqki.n.g vyitp _tpeil_. loo,d ol

In this country the tree ls an erect, compact, handsome grower, and will doubtless succeed much farther
norlh than any other plum heretofore grown, and it is believed will be very successfully grown at the South also.
Tbe stock of trees is as yet very limited, both in this country and in Europe.
Price o£ Prunus Simoni (Apricot Plum) 3 to 5 feet high, 50 cents each, $5.00 per dozen ; 2 to 3 feet, 35 cents
ea,oh, $3.50 per dozen.
Mailing size p.repaid, 25 cents each, $2.50 per dozen
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THE MARIANNA PLUM.

7

GARBIER'S HYBRID PEAR.
This fine pear was raised
from seed of the Chinese
Saiid pear about 15 years
ago. It originated in one of

It is, however, remarkably hardy in the

ENoi th, having been exposed under rather unfavomble Circumstances to 32 degl`ees below zero; without`injury
or the slightest discoloration of wood or pith.
The tree is an unusually stroag grower, and "makes one of the handsomest of trees, both in the nursery and
ore.hal.a. Its fine form, abundance of pure white, fragrant flowers, in Spring, £ollovyed by its great Clusters of
beautiful red fruit ripening in early Summer, and its rich, dark green foliage which ig retained untillate
Au.umn, render this a very desirable tree for ornament as well as for fruit. The fruit is as large, or larger than
`Vild Gooue, nearly round, of a briglit cardinal red when ripe, and so beautiful that it attracts geneml attention
in the market. The fruit adheres strongly to the ti.ee until fully ripe, and is not liable to be blown off during

the coldest and bleakest portions of Pennylvania, and
isbelieved to be a hybrid
bet.ween the Sand pear and
one of our leading orchard
varieties.
The tree is a good, upright

severe wind storms : skin
rather thick, stone small,
quality excellent, better
than Wild Goose, having
more of the firmness of
flesh found in foreign
sorts.
The fruit ripens
about two weeks earlier
than Wild Goose, and earlier than any other good

grower, with dark shoots
and very thick, dal`k green
leaves.

the past series of severe win-

ters, much hardier than any
other pear in cultivation in
this state. It has been subjected to Iron 25 to 32 degrees below zero without
any discoloration of wood

young, usually at two
years old, and in produ`c.
tiveness has few equals."
T. V. Munson, who is

authority

plums, sE,ys:

or bark, while Flemish
Beauty, Buffan and others

on

of the hardiest of our cultivated varieties were either
badly injured or ki-lied outright. Garber's .Hybrid is,
be}'ona question, the hardlest pear ever tested in this
locality, and I have testimony as to its extremehardiness from other colderre-

:.The Mar-

ianna is a rapid, regular
grower, fl.uit round, large
as Wild Goose, excellent
quality, (I speak from experience),
deep, bright
red, stone small, hangs on

the tree well, two or three
weeks earliei than Wild

Marianna Plum.

Goose ; as free from curcuIlo as any variety known ;
very prolific. This variety
possesses properties which
will cause it to become

gioI,S.

Tne fruit Of Garber's IIy.

brid is lo,rge to very largelarger tha,n Bartlett or Kel£fer's IIybrla, and Of very
good quality. A cultivator

one ®± the most pobular kinds ever introduced. It hag been tested for twelve years
many others, with uniformly excellent results." I have a fine lot of trees for sale. by the introducer, and by
______..__trees,
Marlanna
.._y„ 3
u to
uv5vfeet,
+v„ branched,
„+a,il.lit:u,40
iu cents
ct:ul,aeach,
t3u,cu,
$4.00
S±.uu
per
perdozen,
oozen,$30.00
$3U.ooper
per100.
loo.
2 to 3 \ feet, 3o Cents each,
bo ^^ ___ _,______
J* ,--_._
__
__
ee.00 per dozen, $18.00 per loo. Mailing size, 25 cents each, $2.50 per dozen, $15.00 per 100.

PLums.-Iieeding kinds. Wild Goose, Miner,. Weaver, Blackman, Shr6pshire I)amson, German Pmnes
hombard, Green Gage, Imperial Gage, &c. 4 to 6 ft. 50c. each, sO.0o per dozen. 3 to 4 ft. 35c. each, $3.50 per dozen.

rAPANESRE pERslMMON.
This was lntroaucea from Japan several years ago, cnd hag become very Popular in those sections of the
United States where the Winters are not too severe for its successful growth. The trees are not quite hardy
here, but a little fuither South they are, and are there among the most valuable fruits in cultivation, being
nearly as large a,a apples, exceedingly handsome, and of excellent quality. I believe it is entirely practicable
to grow Japanese Persimmons in tubs or boxes, like Oranges, or Oleanders, placing the vessels in the cellar in
winter, and removing to the lawn in summer. Thus treated they will bear abunda,ntly.
A New Jersey eultivator says of this fruit : " The pastsummer our Japan Persimmons produced, in open
field culture, entirely unprotected,large, handsome specimens of fruit, measuring 6 to 9 inches around, which
fully matured and were equal in beauty and lusoiousness to the glowing descriptions we have had of them."
I have a few choice grafted varieties, 2 to 3 feet high ; they cannot go by mail. Price $1 each.

JAPANESE SWEIET CHESTNUT.
Of the novelties recently from Japan, nothing is more deserving of cultivation than the Japanese Sweet
Chestnut. It is quite dig.inct from the European varieties, the.fruit being of superior flavor and sweetness ; the
leafislongandnarrow,likeapeachlcaf,deeplyserratedattheedge;thetreescomeintobearingveryyoung,
uF`ually at two years from thegr&tt. The fruit is larger than the largest of the European sorts, about the size of
an ordinal.y walnut, or one and a half by two inches in diameter, with the flavor alid color of our best Americm Sweet Chestnuts. Price of grafted trees 2 to 3 feet, Sl.00 each.

The foliage is dis-

tinct in color and appearance
from any other variety.
Thetreehasprovedduring

.plum. The tree be.arm very

excellent

'
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a mtive of Texas, having originated on the arid sands of southern

Texas, where it was iflured to severest winds and extreme drough't.

6,:¥;!4;:;,`,.I((,-,

in]Missourl, who fruited about thirty leading varieties of pears the past season says : uGarber Was this year
hands®merthananyothervarietyofpear1hed,orsawgrowing,inc|udingKeifferanaljeConte,anda.Sgoodfn
quality as the best. I consider this a fruit of greci8promise. The hardiness ol the tree is also a decided P0lnt."
I hq,ve also favorable reports trom cultivators ill Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, where the hardiness Of the
tree ls very marked. I first named a,nd desc.ribed this pear and believe we hove here a decided acquisitloni both
as to hardiness of tree, size and quality of fruit. The tree seems rather slow coming into bea,ring, but after
attaining sufficient size bears well.
Price of trees o£ Garber's Hybrid ......... 3 to 4 feet high ............ Si oo each ......................... „.$0 00 per dozen.
do

..

2to3£eethigh ............

Sma,1l trees per mail ....... „ ....
Keiffer's Hybrid pear, Standard...„ ........ 3 to 5 feet high ............
do

do

do

„ .......... 2 to 3feet high ............

Small trees per mall...„ .......

IJe Conte
'do

75oeach .......................... 6 00

do
Small trees per mall ......
Smith's Ilybrid, Mikado, Hawai, etc ...... 2 to 4 feet high ...........

"

5oo

"

"

500

"

``

35c each ..........

350

30c each ........ „.
3 to 5 feet high ............
2 to 3 feet high ............

"

50c each ..........
50c ea,ch .........,

50c each ..........
35c each ...... „...

30c each ...........
50c each„ ..........

"

"

300 ".
500"

`:

350
goo
boo

"
"
"

"
"
"

Pear Standard, assorted best lea,ding
varieties, 2 years ............,... „ ................ 4 to 6 feet high ............

60ceach ..........................

6 00

'`

"

Cherry Tro®8, Early Ric,hmond and
other hardiest and best varieties,
4 to 5 feet high ...... „.„
do

15.ear ...... 3 feet and uElward...?..

40ceach

......... „ ............. 4 50

35ueach ........................... 3

50

"

"

``

"

Ru88ian Apricot, a very hardy and

tE:uba|%[ne}]o#e£$9fo]±trR0uds:fae.q...?.?...

Small, per niail..

.3 to 4 feet high ............
SocceeaaccE.............:...... :: ...............` ...... g 88

::

:``
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' THE SAI,OME AP-

PLE.
The' Salome Apple origimated ln La Salle County, Illi-

nois more than thirty years
ago. The tree is a round
headed,ratheruprightgrower.
The wood is as tough and
hardy as that of the wild crab.
It has unusually large, thick,
leathery leaves.
"No apple tree has yet
been introduced which carries such a heavy crop of fruit,
uniform in size, ,and beauty
as the Salome. No matter
how heavily loaded the trees
may be. the fruit is always
fair uniform size, One of its
chief peculiarities is in the
tenacity with
which the
fruit sticks to.the tree: no
wind blows it off, while otber varieties
are scattered upon the ground.
Thekeeping qualities of the Salome
are unsurpassed. No:other variety of good quality at all equals
it ln this respect, (having been kept entirely so`ind in a barrel
a whole year,) while its peculiar.acidity dnd aroma remain.intact as\long as the apple will keep,"
The following is taken from the report of the standing
committee on new fruits to the Illinois State Horticultural So-

YElillow T!RA3JSPARERTT-RTew Russian Apple.
AnewRussianvarietyinporteabytheDepartmentotAgrioulture
Ithas
locautieR
in thisand
country,
and
Lv,.I..I,
__several
._
Ifruited
_ .._.,._
._ _ in
ii_
^-_I:^a+
aT`nla rrTnwn.
decidedly
wherever testea proves to bo the earliest apple grown, and
thebest early apple. Fruit full medium size,
clea,r white Skin, changing to a beautiful yellow ,
whenfully ripe; of good quality, and for an
early variety a good shipper. Ripens about two

few years
a lei^r
yt3t*rbago.
a,5u.

weeks before E8,rly Harvest. The Yellow Transparent on acco`int of its corzi7ues8, size, beauty,
quality, productiveness, and extraortlinary har.
diness is one of the most desirable apples io cul-

tivation. A. a. Tuttle the vetera,n Horticulturist o£ Wisconsin sa,ys :

`` After twenty five Tea,rs

experience in fruit growing `in Wisconsin I am
convinced that YELrow TRANSpARRNT is the
EARI,IEST Appl,E oF ANY. couNTR¥, and the best

early market apple that I am acquainted with.
It is a hardy Russian, an ea,rly bea,rer and very
profitable." A fruit grower of large experience
says, " I know of no Horticultural enterprise so
promising, as to plant a large orchard o£ YELLow
TRAENspABEITT in the South, to supply the Chi:

cago and other Nortbem markets."
Yellow TranspareDt trees, 3 to 4 feet, 50 cents
each, sO.00perdozen; 1 year trees per mail, 30

:i£E38€gia#;00peprerm£?|ZeSi.ooyep]:3wdoTzrean:s&g56

ORION CRAB.
(SEE CUT.)

I received this fine crab from Northern Ver-

mont many yea,rs ago, and have fruited it abundantly. The fruit is rather larger than Transcendent, beautiful red stripes on yellow ground.
The quality as a desert fruit i8 superior to any
other cmb that I have ever seen, possessing
almost exactly the flavor of that standard of
excellent apples, American, Summer, Pearmain.

ciety in 1879 : I

SALOME APPLE TREE. (The origiml Tree ill bearing, from.Photograph.)
" SALOME-The history of this most excellent new variety was published in voli]me 12, page 133, of the Re-

Ports of this Society, and need not be given here. The original tree stands upon the grounds o£ Mr. E. a. Hatheway, of Iia Salle County ; it is entirely hardy, bears large crops of fruit, which is all large and fair, and of exoellent quality, having a`peculiar, and to nearly all tastes, agreeable, slightly spigy flavor; color yellow, nearly
overspread witb red. It keeps as long as it is desirable to keep any apple, having been `kept in a tightbarrel,
entirely sound, for a whole year, A most valuable character.istic of this fruit is, that it ripens into fine condition in wintel., and remains fresh, plump and juicy until summer, retaining:its flavor till final consu`inption.
IS not this .` the coming apple " for theprairies of Illinois? A few more years will determine. In the mea,ntime, weconsider it the duty o£ Mr. Hatheway to rob the tree of flearly all its blossom buds or young fruit in
the Springtso as to induce a growth of shoots for grafting ; as we understand that it bears so heavily as to produce no " wood " of snfficient length for cions."

Season, September and October.

:£;doetdh::eter'e:££]na:E:I;Sr};:atr°d£.ts:gaemtchoannfi:]e::::
will live to a great age, and successfully defy the
blasts of winter, and prove a useful and accep{able variety in all sections.
Price o£ Orion Crab trees, 1 year per mail, or

Sal:meA?.PleTr:,es:;Oe:rf;eet£.i;}]....:..........:::...............:......::5:::ttss::CcE............................."..........%63..%%::rd°Zen.
"

Rootgrafts ready forp]anting ............ Sl.00 per

dozen ............... „ ................ „.%.00 "

100

RED BEITIGHIEIMER.
A rareand valuable German apple. Fruit large to very large, rotindish, skin pale cream color, ground
mostly Covered with purplish crimsofl ; flesh white, firm, subacid, pleasant flavor ; treea free grower and abundant bearer.
Tb]s is one of t'helargest and I]andsomest apples, and worthy of general cultivation, , Season,
early fall.
er 100.

3 to 4 feet per express, 35c. each, $3.50 per dozen.

Orion Crab Rootgrofts, per mail. 50c. per dozen.
Orion Crab.

$3.00 per 100, $20.00 per 1,00{}.

20
LL---1 ---r- __No.
_
_ CRAB.
WHITNEY'S

;;g;g:i:I:1i:;i3iii:!cije;iiia:;::ie;;E!:ii::g;i:I:iiijo::vliri:ij:!i;ir!i¥ji;I:;:ji:!i!i:£!ais;;j3!;gjt!thiiciii3gsE#:i;:!i;¥je;i!§:!`i:fgir;;a;iTg;ri
E_a_Ch ^D`OZ: ^!°[°m

pecially for its late keeping and good quality, etc. "
I liave a small stock of trees for sale this season, at the following prices :

"

The tree is a

strong, upright grower, mcking a neat, round

The venerable Charles Downing tbus describes the Salome in the Rt47.ci! Neon yorfaer ..

"Fruit ratherbelowmedium, roundish, conical, slightly angular. Skin pale yellow, shaded with pale'
red ; striped and splashed with dark red over most of the surface and thickly sprinkled with large and small
light yellowish dots-a portion areole--stalk'short, rather smal] ; cavity quite lal`ge, deep, a little greenish ; calyx
closed; basin rather small, slightly plaited , flesh, whitish yellow, half fine, tender, ..uicy, mild, sub.acid
slightly aromatic. Very good. January and Mfly.
Its hardiness,long-keeping, good quality, uniform size, retention of its flavor quite late, even into Summer,
will no doubt make it valuable for the West and North-west."
La,tor (mne 6,) Mr. Downlng writes us :
" Mr. Hathaway has sent me specimens of it two or three different seasol]s, and I think Very well of it, es-

YELLOW TRANSPARENT APPLE.

Price for trees 3 to 4 feet, 50 cents each, $5.00 per dozeii ; root grafts per mail 50 cents per dozen $3.sO

APpliE
TREES.-Two and 3 ¥ears`olq_,
',

iy 4% to 7 feet, well branched trees...............

2]°5Cc..

S.21 %% Si% 8

9,riFee,:#g.5t:arLeii#g#jpd3ell:gs:,!e!ee¥i!!i:g!,C?i¥ie;i:±uS'i`i
i.i.i[ii.:ijiSi%;,:;iRfe:fG?££±r%:sC,:waG8±[|!ger¥d;

i\§;!jsg:;£aL:ij;§jaii#g;#?ei;{jaiiiEji}#!¥iEB:e#§tb{i{ig¥TinLsag*yiE:,,e#ittnh:''saHC%Ki;dperr:FAe%B:¥;:¥gl:S:e:
`` .
' ------ +-Jl^-+ -~1 H`rel^r` 4 to 6 feet. 20c. each, SS2 Per doz.,S*g. p?r5ol086 oo
rfucLPBaErfer£.n_SRCuesfi8ne,E}tt3a§nii?iT¥T:%`sSr:g'E§:hdet,£Sg:°°:8&€ii.?:
I

White,

4to5£eet

2 feet, bearing
FIG.-WhlteMars:'i;:`;::'on:!i2h2eait;rdiest`;ndbesT,ez£¥eatt,1

size ......... „ ....................

loo.
25c.
loo.
50c.

100
250
100
500

600

Ty .FRE-
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MEECH'S PROLIFIC QUINCE.

11

pyRus MAul.n ll.
This iB a seedling, raised by William Maule, of England, and introduced as a valuable fruit lor cooking. The
plant isquite dwarf ln growth, and produces in early Spring a great profusion of orange red flowers, and the

ii!1:g:E::jp:ies;t;113.:.f!£og:raf,;;ie3ag::is::fl!`fi;ogfb%l:a:gaot;:g!eE#:%?:-?!ii!-g:en:;ap.5p:.k::¥g,cbeiso,:£igiiasd#!cl;`.q¥:a:gcgei:e:f:
TONG-PA PEACH. . '

;i;;;g{j:e:{h,;:s:e:£:§f;e§dfff:tjeg%¥:et;h;g%E:§t:h{::¥§{[hef£8g£;=:lit:;:£!z;g;n;Zj;I:±;j{;§#g:E;§[{;i:e%:r*{a]r::t]§gi{§::;;t]r:::g£;j§:a:i::£ag§{:ail
::I:§{ii;#;y:a:air;i:get;nre5d:%]fenfdfs8:qafa:i;t:y:o'ovpeerrydho]zgehn].yr=C:i:fge:i:::3:yc:::sS:abcehs:£:5qoupa:::eodz.Wfth£"hetree
S|oFe¥fo8HF:£8££tnr8eF8rtkoe4¥eaert£,ei±oe€6%%:)ey:cE,esL£.BE]p%¥dd:%teei,trs?:fo3pte°r5L5#15Centseach,$1.50perdozen,

ROOT CUTTINGS 0F BLACKBIERRIES AND RASPBHRRIES.

MISSOURI MAMMOTH QUINCE

These are sections ol root from 2 to 3 inches long. If planted in early Spring, like potatoes, they grow very
Originated in Western Missouri sevend years ago. It was named, and from time to time endorsed and highly
recommended, by the Missouri State IIorticultuml Society. The tree is a vigorous, stout grower, and Very readily, and make good plants at I year old.
Snyder Blackberry Root cuttings, ready for planting, per mail, 20 cents per dozen, 75 cts. per 100, or per 1,000
hardy. It is quite productive. while the fruit ls of the largest size. The quality is considered superior to an.y
Taylor's Prolific Blackberry, 20 Cents per dozen, 75 cents per 100.
othervarietyin tbctlocality. I have found the Missouri Mammoth a very hardy tree and an uncommonly
Stone's Hardy Blackberry, 20 cents per dozen, 75 cents per loo, % per 1,000.
strong grower distinct from all others.
Wallace Blackberry Root cuttings, 20 cents per dozen, 75 cents per loo, $5 per I,000.
$

a:i8,8n8:i:Reo:oS!'._i_i85ngat;¥3:pEfil
Qu.|<n-6.-L`8;ig:nii£`|:o;n:,:2:,?3J?i;,`b5pg[§:E]3ns:

75 each ............... es Oo per dozen.

Wilson Junior, Root cuttings, 35 cents per dozen, Sl per 100, $8 per 1,000.
Early Cluster, 35 cents per dozen, $1 per 100.

i.6iJ.rirfu..`.........................'..:

F!^SPBERF!Y ROOT CuTTING8 2 INCHES LONG.

i;i#

F8ra±t'g-rg¥!ao=A:n:-iiE.:;;ti€e-€nieris§:;i;iii

.::..:...:: i %ii!!!¥

ij±±!.:i`a...c8jfi6.i.a.?.i;.a..;hp.6.i.

«

ch.i!3ije:§iu]ib:i°;¥;ii§;i:#;;;iieQ;t§:I;§j,!;ic.i¥n§:S;Ei:it:[iii¥iv§

Crimson Beauty, 25c per doz., 75c per 100.
Hansell, 25c per doz., 75c per 100, ac per 1,`000.

Superb, 20C per doz., 60C per 100.
75 each ................... „„ .................

All vines one year, No. 1, unless noted.

Cuthbert, 20c per doz.. 60c per 100.
Marlboro, 25c per doz.. 75c per 100. $6 Per 1,000.

GRAPEs.Turner,15C per doz., 50C per 100, $3 Per l'000i

Prepaid per mail at single and dozen prices.
Each.

i;feiif:,;i;t#1!jlj:i%:.,:,2:;a;I;;t:::lo:n:4:tfii:.t:1?o:r:;.i.::::::ei::I:.;

CIIo8tnut Am®ri;;
Pecan Ni.I, 3-t-o

.,i FT`;',ienHRE

i;:f#,.:.:..,............:;:,:..:...;.....3.*.*6:..i.i.j!,!:

RO0TGRAFTS ` OF FRUIT TREES.
(SEE CU' OF ROOTGRAFT.)

Rootgralts are sections Of sclolis and roots, toI]guea and bound together with `i-axed string, as
showli in the cut. When completed, the Roolgl.arts are fran 5 to 8 lncheslong, accordingto the
kind. Wemake.them during January and February, and pack in boxes ln light, sandy loan, and
Be"h the cellar until planting time ln the earlyspring. With ordimry care in planting and ou]tivating. these make nice ti`ees for the orohard ln two or three years.
I
WQgraft a large collection of lending varieties. Special kinds should be ordered early. Root-

Doz.

loo.

Agawam (Roger8 rvo.15) Red or amtter, rather early; \flesh tender, meaty, juiey ; rich aromatic
flavor; vine vigorous, productive
$ 15 $1 50 $7 00
Amber Queen. Amber or red, lqrge, oval; flesh tender, juicy, resembling Catawba, vigorous,
very hal.dy, one of the earliest, new
50
500
Anp Arbor. ` White, large, showy, good; a Michigan seedling from Concord, eariief and said
to be better: very'hardy
50
5cO
August Giant. Black, new, resembling Bla3k Hamburgh, very highly recommended, hardy, 75
Bacchus. Black.
See special description page 13
30
300
Brighton. Dark red, skin thin, flesh tender, sweet, quality.best, vigorous, healthy, hardy,

prod`ictive
25
250
Catawba. Red, rich vinous flavor of best quality, for table or wine, productive and profitable
in favorable localities
15125
Centemial. White or amber, sweet, melting, juicy, bunch large, rather late, vine hardy,
graftsprepaidpermallatdozenandhundredrates;1argerlotsshouldgoperexpress.
productive
75
800
Champion (Talman). Black
arge, hardy, vigorous, one of tbe +ery earliest, a i'aluable
market grape, succeeds nearly everywhere
costs:]Parice:;nqgT:;e£:'g:Veet:.:n£:°tto:fl:I:cth°::I:]`]Sohw]:SstFoanp6ut°f£:Ss°£rntg]°e`rAo:?.I:ra°£rte3tthr::sf:tu];tie:h£
]5150
Clinton. Black, rather small, flesh juicy, spicy, with little pulp, hardy, valuable for culinary
per dozen or 100.I
15125
PRICES OF ROOTGRAFTS.
purposes
AppleRootgrafts,leadingklnds,25cperdoz.,$1.50per100,$8.00per1,000.
Concord. Black, berries laLrge, skin tender, flesb juicy, sweet, pulpy; the best known and
most popular grape in America; not so good as some
10100
Concord. Two year old vines
„rfuvi4Hd.`:
iNof;.WRussfan' £n 12 bestvarietiesI notless than 6 ofa kind, S|.oo per doz., so.ooper
15125
I)elaware. Red, bunch and berry small, juicy, very sweet and refreshlng, of highest quality,
pe`: 1,ocoro?b, Orion, aJld Whltney'S NO. 20, etc., 50o per doz„ $3.oo per loo, $2o.oo
does not succeed in every locality
P?FrRcotg.iafts'Sta}t.dard'£iii:#:'§:o;¥z§2:b;!#§i2:5;:8g:i:r:'iig°£6°5;:;roe#p¥d:ors;:o;;S°J]°:g;rnj:¥Mo;kad°'e"coper
30
300

600

700
500

(I

Dorr's Seedling.
®,,,

(

Cherry Rootgrafts, 40c per doz., $2.00 per 100, $15.00 per 1,000.
D,ii-I,_^L_._._I.i
Plum
Rootgrafts

-,

fir;ug:3¥s;±gorob::,;§£eE::n:[P;;§¥;#W£3agd835;c;:a§c::5#;,#:1:P:e:r:dsa3:;LS;e;o::p:edr,[so:I;h;sp::lie,::;,
._, ~ ,~.T_, ,.v., wL,uv I,5. uu4., ®O.uu per iuu.

ApricotRootgrafts,Russian,onPliimRoots,50cperdoz.,$3.00per100,$20.00per1,000.
a, Russian, on Plum Roots, 50c per doz., $3.00 per 100, $20.00 per 1,000.
Qui.lice Roo.t,grafts,
S'E#§hRE§£hsSSed:8°e¥?2&o.6£o3Lpg8£85P§ge°:r:S#oeoiez
9{t±|ige, 50c _per doz. , $2.oo Per 100.

Rootgraft Ready for Planting.

Black, small, compact bunch, very hardy, early, rloh, excellent .................... 25

Duchess. Greenish white, almost transparent, flesh tender, without pulp, juiey, crisp, sweet,
rich; excellent when well grown
40
Early Dawn. Black, medium, flesh tender, juicy, rich, and of excellent quality, `-ille hardy
and productive, quite early
50
Early Victor. Black, bunch medium, berry fair size, compact, `'ery sweet, pleasant, vine
vigorous, produoti\.e, new
sO
Elvira. Greenish, nearly transparent, bunch and berries medium, very compact, very productive, much admired, growingin popularity, vel.y hardy .........................................

quite hardy

250

400
500
500

15150

Empire state. White, new. See special description page l3
75
Francis 8. Hayes. White, new, from Mass„ medium size, skin firm, flesh tender, juicy, fine
flavor, no foxiness, very early and hardy
1 00
Hartford Prolific. Black, one of our earliest market grapes, good Size, modera,te quality,

400
6cO

7 00

800
10 00

15125

500

E. Y. TEAS,
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IIighland. Black,1nge, showy clusters, heavily shouldered, berryround, large, flesh soft, Each
pulpy, sweet, vinous, very good, ripens with Catawba
Ives' Seedling. Black, bunch medium, compact, flesh sweet, pulpy, some foxiness, colors

Doz.

A new grape. possessing

early, should hang late, vine hardy
Jefferson. Light red, covered with bloom, flesh meaty, tender, rich, sprightly, fine quality,
vine vigorous, healthy, rather lpte
Jessica. \ Yellowish green.

75

See description page 14

8oo

I

Lady.

White, healthy and hardy, with Concord foliage, very large, with thin skin, very
sweet and good, early
Lady Washington. Yellow tinged with red, flesh soft, sweet, tender, juicy, and good, medium
in season, not successful everywhere

the I ollowing desimble qualities; Extraordinary hardiness, very large size, beauty,
productiveness and earliness

-ripening ten days earlier
than Hartford. and twenty

Martha (WHITE CoNcoRD). White, early, hardy, sw*eet, pulpy, with a little foxiness, generally
esteemed
Moore's Early. See cut and description page 13
Moore's Early. Two year vines
Niagara.

White, Dew.

;:;col

See description below

12512oo

Niagara. Two year vines
Norfolk. New, large, very early
Norwood. New, highly sp(jken of by the introducer
Pocklingtbn (GOLDEN PocKI,INGTON).

1

75
75

da,ys before Concord.
This
grape has taken aboiit thirtyfive first prizes since it first
fruited, ten years ago, including the ScO prize awarded by
the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, December, 1877.
Also the n.lghest premium

awarded to any grape by the
Massachusetts Holticultuml

Golden Yellow,large. very hardy, very early and pro-

ductive, flesh pulpy, juicy, sweet, excellent, good market sort ................................... sO
sO
Pocklington. Two year vines
Poughkeepsie Red. Lightred. resembllng Delaware, but much larger. It is of very fine
75
quality, handsome, productive, very hardy
Prentiss. White or pale yellow, bunch cnd berry fair size, handsome, good, not very hardy

50

Salem. Coppery red, large bunch and berry, flesh tender, juicy, in quality one of the best,
20
not very- ha,rdy, very popular where it succeeds
Ulster Prolific. Rich red, early, hardy, I.esembling Delaware, larger, sweet, vinous, no fox75
iness, a superior new variety
Vergennes. Red. a seedliag from northern Vermont, bunch and berry large, quality very
good. quite early, and an excellent keeper, extremely hardy ......................................

Wilder (Roger8 IVo. 4).

40

300
500

2000

800
500

200
800

400

Black, Very ltlrge, Showy and excellent, one of the most valuable

wnere extreme hardiness is not essential
Black, bunch and berry larger than Concord, earlier, better and h8,rdier. See description page 14
Worden. Two year vines

15150

Woodruff Red.

50

Worden.

Iiight red.

A Michigan seedling of great promise .................................. „ .......

MO0RE'S EARLY GRAPE.

10

20
35

2001000

Society in 1881 and '82.

hftyrdy,

withstanding

New

England Winters without covering ; entirely free Iron min
dew or other disease. Tons of
Moore's Early Grapes were
sold tne past season in the
Boston market at higher rates
than were obtained for any
other American grape. Price

3sO

Wyoming Red. Bright red, rather small, flesh sweet, rich, aroma,tic, excellent, one of the
sO
very earlies.t, very hardy

o£ Moore's early vines, 1 year
30c each, se per doz„ $20 per
100. Two year vines 50c each
$5.00 per doz.

NIAGARA WHITIE.+, GRAPE.
" Originated in 186Q, and is a cross between Concord

and Cassady. Vine remarkably hardy, and strong
grower ; bunches very large and compact, sometiines
shouldered, many weigh 10 to 20 ounces. Berries larger
than Concord , mostly round, light greenish white, .semi transparent, slightly ambered in the sun: skin thin,
but tough and does not crack ; quality good, has a flavor
and aroma peculiarly its own ; much liked by most people ; very littlepulp, melting and sweet to the center,
parts freely from the seed. It is very hardy. ANiagara
vineyard owned by Thomas Beat, of Lindsay, Ontario,

See cut.

BACCHUS.
(Rickett'S)

A seedling of the Clinton.
Resembles the parent in leaf,

bunchand berry, but is superior to it in quality and productiveness. Bunch medium,
compact, Shouldered ; berry
round,1)elow medium, black
with blue bloom, juicy and
Sprightly. Better than clinton

Cannda, forty miles north of Lake Ontario, stood 35° be-

Price, 30 cts each, $3 per doz.

low zero without injury, and his vines were loadedwith
a massive burden of fruit the nextseasoh. Ripens with
Hartford, but hangs firmly on the vine, until fl`ost,

The New Early White Grape

H E NEWW HIT EC RAPEPvfet::udta8::1;Vue]]:infe°arrewr:thfr¥e;::e::mo°]:S]¥{nper°sde::t:

NEAGARA!

It has

always taken the first prize
over all ot,her varieties shown
in competition with it. Bunch
large, berry large, round ; color black. quality better than
Concord ; vine exceedingly

1878 produced twenty-five fine clusters in 1879, forty.
seven in 1880, a large Crop in 1881, in 1882 over forty

pounds of fruit, making the aggregate weight ninetyfive pou.nds, produced the first four years set in vineyard. Few grapes possess so many qualities necessary to
meet the wants of the amateur, the vineyardist, the connoiseur, the /amily, the Commission men, the pr I agator` and the general trade as the h`iagara."
bets:Vt%raa±gTnuystoetrhse°rfv¥i¥8,8yra[ghraavpee:iv8ia£8ffcoend?dry.Warmshelfinmyofficehavedriedintoexce]1entraisins,,

IEMPIRF} STATH.
Is described as follows:
" Vine a vigol`ous grower, and

Mooro;8 Eai.ly.

`very hardy. 1thas been subjected to 32° below zero, with-

out injury, and without protection. Free from mildew or
any disease. It is claimed to
equal eliner
eitherininlitil'uiiit:bs
hardiness and
It ~-~
13as
a flavor
peculiar
be a Cross betweenclinton and Hartford, and to equal
a,iiubea,1th,
u.a."" +v
_ _ -T
...!`,`~1^A
TTT1+I
+Ilo.

toitsel£,andSeemsnotunlikeamodificationofwhatPre8identWildercallsthenativearomamingledwlththat

My vines of Niagara are all propagated with great care, and are undollbtedly true t® name, and are , °f the foreign Muscat. I do not hesitate to say the Empire State seems to me-all things considered, one of the

fully warranted to be so `
For price of Niagara vines see list above.

most Promising of the new grapes.n
Thos. Meehan of the Gardeners' Monthly says : " We are Pleased With the
Empire State. It is evidently of the c|inton class, anahas that mixture of sugar and acid that is more accepts.
•ble to the majority of palates than honeyed sweetness alone." Price 75 cts each, $8.cO per dozen.
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wlinER RHD CURRIENT.

JHSSICA.
This new Canadian grape may be termed a White Champion, of superb quality, and is destined to become
very popular on account of its excellence,\ hardiness, and extreme earliness. See the testimonials below from
Canadian cultivators :
From Mr. D. W. Beadle, Ontario, Canada : President Ontario Horticultural Society :
" I have watched this most delicious grape for a great many years, until I have become satisfied that it is
decidedly the best WHITE ORAPE yet grown.

It ripens very early, among the earliest we have ; it is very sweet,
free from all foxiness, with very.little pulp, sprightly and aromatic. The color is a yellowish green, gradually
mellowing to aclear amber. The vine is a native Canadian, perfectly hardy in our climate, free from disease,
and enormously productive. A vineyard of about two hundred vines, in bearing for some time, has never
failed to yield a heavy crop, The fruit sells at the highest price, and brought tbis past season, at wbolesale,
two hundred dollars per t_on. ' '
H I am very much pleased with the quality of the white grape " Jessica." It is ripe so very early, and is of

such excellent flavor that it cannot fail to become a great favorite. Such a white grape is just what is wanted,
and I believe you ha,ve it in tfie " Jessica."
`"Tessica' is simply dellclous. In quality lt isof thevery best. And then itripens so early. Besides it is

a Canadian grape, and will no do..Ibt be hardy.

Everybody will want such an excellent table grape."

A seedling from Versailles, and`superior to thfut staiidard sort in
size, length of bunch, and q,u&1lty. It ripens with Ch`erry Currant.
The.plant is very produetive, and is a vigorous grower. This fine
Currant origimted on my grounds, and was first sent out last }.ear.
It has given good satisfaction wherever fruited, and is a very promising sort. See cut.
Wrldercurrant plants, 2years strong, 5o cts. each, $5.00 per doz.
"

"

"

1

"

"

30

"

"

3.00

"

"

CURRANTS.
loading Sorts.
Cherry and White Grape, 2 years .................

White Dutch and Versailles, 2 years ......
Red Dutch and Victoria, 2 years ............ „
Long Bunched Holland, 1 and 2 years .......
BIB,ck Naples, 2 years, strong ......................
((
„
1
„

price for 1 year vines of Jessica, 75 cents each, se.00 I)er dozen.

WORDEN.

GOOSEBERRIES.

A splendid large, black, grape, ripening very early, and of excellent quality. The bunch and berry are both
Houghton Seedling,1 and2years ............... $ 10 $100 S
larger than Concord, and it is near two weeks earlier. The vineu is also hardier, and very healthy and vigoro`is.
15150
The fruitwhen well grown resembles Black Hamburgh, and for beauty, quality and earliness combined, this Downing,1year, No.1 ........... „ ...................
Smith's Improved, I and2 years ..............
]5150
has few equals. " A very valuable grape, justbecoming appreciated, after being kicked rid cuffed for yeal.s."
° While so rna,ny new sorts of grapes are being `boomed,' there is a sef!dling of the Concord quietly winning its
Hixon'sFavorite,2 years.„ .... „ ..... : ............
15150
EarlyoI.allg.,early, oneof'thebest ....
35
3 50
way to an upper place by its own distinction and manifest merit. It is the Worden, which I was fortunate
enough to obtain genuine, about 8 years ago, and amid a.large collectiofl it annually shows itself first best,"
W. G. WARING, SR.
Price of Worden vines,1 year, 20 Cts each, $2.00 per doz., $10 per 100 ; 2 year vines, 35 cts each $3 50 per dozen.

FAY'S PROLIFIC CURRANT
is all that was claimed for it-as large as cherry currant, berries
more uniform and stems longer and less a,cid. We think the
Fay'.a will take the Bplace <of Cherry and La, Versailles. Ripens
this season one week ltefore Red Dutch.-Rwraz Now yorfecr, .4"g.
18, 1884.

The jg"raz Jvew yorAer of April 25,1885, says,: "Fay's Prolific
Currant, wherever it has been frulted, is accep!ec! as !/ie besf red
c"rr¢7!£, all things considered." No higher authority could be
quoted. No stroriger statement could be made.

" When I saw lheEFay Currant on the Fay Farm, before any

plants had been sold, I formed the opinion which has not chang-

Mountainseedling,1and2years ............ „.

15150

LIEE'S PROLIFIC BLACK CURRANT.
The best black sort incultivation. . Berries vER¥ LARGE,

best quality ; a vigorous grower and immensely productive.
The plants a,nd fruit are entirely exempt from attacks of the
Currant worm orany oth.er insect. The fruitwillh@ng on
the bushes a long time. " We have grown to like our Black
Currants very much. Stewed (when ripe) and sweetened;
stewed after 1.eing dried in sugar, made into preserves or jelly
or canned, they are delicious. No other fruit has that peculiar delicacy of flavor." Many plants sold for Lee's Prolific
are not genuine. Mine are all grown from tested bearing
Plants. Lee's Prolific Currant plants, 2 years strong, 25 cents
each; $2.50 per dozen; 1 yea? strong,15 cents each; $1.sO per

dozen.

ed-that it could I,ot.be excelled ''-T. 8. Jc7tfa!.7i8, I?ocAcscer, JV. y.
GENESEo, N. Y., July 25th,1883.

"Tlie Faycurrant received one year ago was set on sandy
soil, has had no extr& care and no

stimulus except .
that furnisbed by
soil, sunshine,
showers and atmosphere.. It has
made a vigorous,

healthy and upright growth ; fol-

iage luxuriant;
leaves large, heavy

dark greenincolor. Ithas been prolific indeed as to fruit. Racemes many,long and well ]onded with the
largest and fairest red curraiits I ever saw. In flavor sprightly and agreea,ble and less acidulous than the Cherry
Currant. I consider it a decided advance upon any fruit of its class. It gives me great pleasure to liave tested
a new fruit whose habits and character justify so fu]ly the representations given it by its introducer.
R. A. WATERBURY."
" I have seen Ffuy's Prolific in bearing for several years past ; for quality and productiveness it must stand at
the head of all Currants.''-a. E. .Bgrcfemo7®, Por!Za7}c3, jv. y.

" Our Fay's Prolific Plants show greater vigor than Cherry or La Versailles, and weight of fruit is greatest

on the Fay.

All wbo have seen them express great surpl`ise attbe Fay.''-A. E. J:rooAerjN"r8erde8, Roc72es!er, N. y.

Fay's Prolific plants 2 years old...„...„...„ ......... 50 cents each
1

`.

1

"

"

strong ................... 35centseach

"

No. 2good .... 20centseach

as.00 per dozen.
$3.50

„

"

$2.00

„

"

WILDEFt RED CuFtRANT.

BLACK CURRANTS.
In the fir.st introduced varieties of Black
Currants, the fruit possessed a musky pungent odor disagreeable to most Americans,
hence a prejudice exists in this country
against them. Extended cultivation has
removed this objection, and the best va.
rieties now possess a charming aroma and
peculiar flavor, and +aluable medical properties, contained in no other fruit. These
properties are highly prized by most Europeans, resident here, and are sure to please
the taste of Americans. Tlie plants of all
Black Curran`ts, being exempt from attacks
of insect enemies, perfectly hardy, and very
productive, should cause their general cultivation.

'
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BLACKBERRIF]S.

I]ARLY CLUSTER BLACKBERRY.

New ; said to be early and valuable. Highly recommendf3d. Good

r' SNYDER BI,ACKBERRY-A native of Northern Indiana, and steadily growing in favor in Call sections

~where great hardiness is essential.

This variety succeeds in Mliinesota, Dakota and Iowa, as well as in New

plants 15 cents each, Sl.50 per dozen, $8.00 per 100.

AHCIEItT BRITTOEN BIjACKBERRY.

England, New York aiid Canada, and may be relied upon as hardy, healthy, (no rust), remarkably productive
of medium sized, good berries. In hardiness it is an "Iron.Clad," and unexcelled in fruitfulness; of delicious
quality, witbout the hard, sour core, characteristic of some sorts. It is sweet as soon as black, and of the nicest
tIlilliant black color.

A very hardy and excellent variety that succeeds Petter in Wigconsin and I,1innesota than any other. Of superior quality and great

marke8v#ufuffi&u±,FP6££e[#csea3h]3[ifepfffiof±eR#¥Per]oo.

Snyder. 2 years,15 cents ouch, 75 cent? per dozen, se.00 per loo.
Snyder. 1 year, strong,10 cents each, 50 cents per dozen, $2.00 per 100.
Taylor's I.rollflc, a large and excellent va,riety,10 cents each, 50 cents per dozen, se.sO per 100.
Stone.s Hardy. A hardy sort from Wisconsin, new,15 cents each, 75 cents per dozen, $3.50 per loo.
Early Harvest. Early, and of fine quality, 15 cents each, 75 cents per dozen, se.cO per 100.

A new variety, said to have been brought from tlie IIimalaya
mountains in Northern Asia. The plant is a strong, tall grower, said
to be very hardy, and to produce excellent fruit Small plants from

pots f§Vefitfie&CREmT B|jACKBERRY FR0m
OREGON.

THE WILSON .UNIOR, BLACKBE}RRY.

Cultivators on the Pacific Slope, who hove all of ourolder varieties
in cultivation, say that the Evergreen is very much superior to any

Tlio Largo8t Early Blackberry.

This Blackberry is the result of artiflclal
hybridizatiol`, and is the first Pedigree
Blackberry introduced, and is said to be
the best, being the largest, earliest large
berry, best and most productive. It wast
grovin from seed of the Wilsoii's Early,
and possesses all the good qualities of its
parent, with many additional. ones.
On July 2d, 1884, a companv of fruit
growers visited the fruit farm where the
Wilson, Jr., originated, to examine this
valiety in field culture, in comparison
with Wilson's Early, Kittatinny, Snyder,
Dorchester and others, all of whom pronounced Wilson Junior the largest, earllest and most\productive.
JThe bushes were Very full of large
berries ripe and ripening, and those not
supported by post and wire lay flat on
the gI`ound, pressed down by the weight
of fruit.
John Perking, Moorestown, N. J., one
of the oldest and most experienced nurserymen in the State, said they surpassed
any other blackberry he knew o£.
L. Mortimer, Vinelalld, N. J., said he
never saw Wilson's Early, nor any other
blackberry so large, early and productive, and estimated that selected hills
would yield % bushel offruit each; o[
best quality. After taking w].th him to
Vineland a stalk bearing Several quarts
of large, handsome berries, he wi.ote it
did more good toward making sale o±
plants than $100 worth of advertising, as
the people would flot have I)elieved his
statements if they had not seen the fruit
bearing branch.
Wilmer Atkinson, in ``Farm Journal,"
August,1884, says:

of them {n most respects. Not yet fruited here. Small plants 25o ea{}h.

WAI.I,ACE Bli^CKBERRY.-Is an Indian seedling ,that has
been cultivated quite extensively for the past 15 years.

It is ineaiily

or quite as hardy as snyder, very much larger, and better. Where
extra hardiness is no<t requisite, this is one of the best varieties,-better ln all respects than Kittatinny, and hardier.
Ancient Britton Blackberry.

PI.ice, 10 cents each,

50 cents per doz., $2.50 per 100.

NEW RASPBERRIES.

``We expect great

things of the wilson Junior. It is very
]arge, very early, very prolific and very
sweet. It ripens nearly a week earlier
than the old wilson. Our friends ought
to give it a trial. ' '
David Baird, nurseryman, Manalapan,

rE.ekJi±¥ntn:sS?.hig`+;E,hfe£3!e^&Sr¥rfeE?=£€+usi:t,i!:8g§_t±°o=±[h_:t:Q:in::£gt{:£aigyyira:n?]amni:i%!£8Ft:£vngi]£?EeJe?Efu°tr'&%dsaT#F£%]cdtigg

:;]i¥E¥;95I§:i;n:]#§:;:i;;;;:Wi;;i:1:ie;i;i:;:;ei;:iti;;:!o!;:,:jc;I;a;tiff;lan;I;:;:.i;§i;J§i{;i;:;;ig:;;k::a;:gc+i:1;i;;iijigi;';;ill;cDi;i8;I:E:a;Sis,';S;I;e:;tdi;

MARLBORO.
The Marlboro Raspberry was inti.oduced as the hardiest, earliest, largest alid best of all red raspberries.
I have fruited it 3 years at the Duiireith Nursery, and believe these claims are well founded. Plants set in the
Spring of 1883 made a vigorous growth during that summer, surpassing other varieties growing on similar soil.
Plants from which the fruiting stems were not removed, produced numerous samples of beITies of surpassing
beauty. They retained their foliage late into the fall, and ripened up`tbe wood to the tips, so that they passed
through the extreme cold winter. of 1883-4 uninjured, though unprotected, and came out in the spring lively
and Plump to the tel.minal buds. T|ie Marlboro has lnade a fiiie growth, and produced a heavy Crop of fruit

!£:Ctsu:t:gob:e:I:aanEdee:¥hg[;£tr:e:s£:et3£f,affn#dat:t{v:3:#,e¥sp8::a:rfi:::''n:::#:e]c[i::#:gc:§t:o=7%choe::i3£::ngrfdwoeEi:§io`;;toy8&tetqE8!
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RANCOCAS RASPBERRY.
Albert Hansell says : " I found tbe Rancocas in a mos¢
unfavorable spoC, surrounded by briars, and in every way
neglected. Its vigor, productiveness, size and earliness
led me to transplant it. The bush starts late in the spring,
when it branches freely, giving it the form Of, a miniature
tree.

" These branches load themselves with fruit so as to

8,1most conceal the leaves, presenting a mass Of solid, red.

ripe berries. This habit of the bush, in connection with
thefru.it ripening so quickly, renders it the easiest and
cheapest variety to pick that we have ever grown. It is a
common remark of our pickers that they would rather pick
the Rancocas for two cel}ts a quart than any other variety
for three cents.
``As regards its productiveness, I have no hesitation ii

stating that, on the same soil and with the same care, it
will produce twice as mally quarts`per acre as the Brandywine,
" Tbe bushes have never been in the least injured br
the severest winter weather, and the foliage has never
shown a trace of yellows, scald or burii."
Remember tliat the Rancocas is a new, extra early, red
raspberry, ripening ten days ahead of the Bra,ndywine.
In additionto these desirable requisites to a perfect
raspbei.ry, it possesses great hardiness; nor does the exrreme heat of the South callse its foliage to Show any

trace of suii scald or othei. weakness; thiis proving its
adaptability to a great diversity of climate, and confirming
us in our claim that the Rancocas is undoubtedly the best
ear) y red raspberry yet introduced.
Price 20 cents each, $2 per dozen, $12 per 100.

RANCOCAS RASPBERRY.'

a

TUI[Nnlt.-A hardy, Red Raspberry, intl.oduced by Prof. Turner, of Illinois ;
berries very large, nearly blood red, rich and sprightly flavor, very highly esteemed
I.or the table, and an excellent shipping berry, prod`lcing I]early three times as much
fruit as Doolittle, and commanding twice as much per quart in the market. This ir
one of the hardiest raspberries in Cultivation.

Price, 5 cents each, 50 cents per dozei.

$1.50 per 100, $8.00 per 1,000.

RASPBERRIEIS-TIP VARIETIES.
ARRIol,D'S IIYBRID.-New, from cannda.
of the finest in quality.

Purplish black, very large, one

Tips, 25 cents ea,ch, $2.50 per dozen.

B||EHn9S GOI.DnN I.ROI.IFIC.-A new Golden Ca,p from western New
York.

It is of very largesize, and brightyeJlow. color.

Thequalityis verygood

Turner.

carrr;;ge°g::d=:egg:finv:smdf|fediTthebescuspbenyleverketh.'ofphure,:E::..F¥inc¥:Dineno

#: : : gunnngB,n;g:i ¥tT:ts;`tsG£[dAepnr[iuaneednifeTy: e£ %e¥|hiT£ :per:hen.

i

£ere:£[o¥p:nTon¥=atut¥jT[¥beTH¥:Lg:¥e#eT¥ageathhTT±ang#SeaL=so±d#to:tLearn:dm\#ofj
sorts.

I an very confident I have the genuine Crimson Beauty.

It has fruited two seasons on my grounds, and

%vedriofe]¥t:Ae¥:',H7Atongr¥;z?e¥#v=ra:a.ELhardycanerncttheenHes"utOneO"hemastvalua.
CUTHBERT -A hardy and Valuable red va,riety for market and family use. 5 cents each, so cents
Perfi°Aze;n;¥LcOLPoeit#;tedinBuriingtonco.,N,I.,severalycarsago..It3soneoftheeinestandbrightestRed
mspberries in cultivation ; as ha,rdy as tha,t iron-clad, the Turner, a good grower, productive, good size, very
=,"a:i;€iy_p_roB_t_&bl?e&.:I.in_3r_ts^et_=.o.I_+`.=.`Pr.L^o^e.10E=:.n+t.Se^&.0^h`.T`5n=eb=:=3==^d^Oqzaenn'93.3R====%.
RE|,|APICE.-Hardy, good Size. Purplish red. 5 cents each, 50 cents per dozen, $1.50 per loo.
T||wACK.-Hardy red sort, dwarf Plant, productive. 5 cents each, sO cents per dozen, EL5o per loo.
sapERB.-A popular Few Jersey variety, large, productive. 10 cents each, 75 cents per dozen, se.oo per loo.

i;;§s::°§§2;i;jni:§jiiiai±jioi§i8ibija;i;;;:Ee;§j:;;;:a;:b§[;:::![:;8i;;;8;r§;;¥;;:ae::s;i::;e;r}:ii;;:;:¥`::;:::::}[t:i::I:°eI;::;e,::i:S:ad;;irh;¥tr;2i:I;P,::::je;:t::iEi:e£
sHAFFnRJS CoLoSsAL.
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SOUHEGAN.
F&or%tn]Eo%TftE§j%L:Vufhfi7og:Er:;ov£[:a:;:kb¥s¥g:e:[rES:s:.sh]fofrfa±[Sfgafe±g£;d:sgfd#g[:fifr;:aF];te;eg€::g:I:onSeerg:%dEefn]:§2.25t::¥:co]g£,fT£
Similar to the Souhegan, hardly so strong in cane, and possibly a little earlier. Tips 10 cents each, 75 Cents
per dozen, $2 per 10..

STRAWBERRIES.

pR|NCE OF BERRIES.-" Brilliant and beautiful iq Color, abundant bearer, large size, texture fine and
melting, no hard or unripe spots or tips, Coloring evenly and perfectly, unsurpassed as a keeper and carrier,
perfecting its large crop of fruit, desirable in form, perfect in blossom never sunbiirns either in foliage or fruit,
remainsalongtimeonthevinea,fterripe,asuperbplant,andareliablefertilizerforall1atepistillatevarieties.n
s||AF|PLESS.-One of the largest and most Profitrble Varieties in cultivation ; clear light red , wit,1 a smooth
glossy surface, fine flavor, with a delicate arom ; excellent quality everywhere. The plant is remarkably vigoro`is, and luxuriant, season medium to late. For the Past ten years this variety has received more praise than
ally other so well known, and it is still a genera,I favorite.
SUCKER STATE.-All Illinois seedling that is vel.y Popular in the West, and gaining in esteem wherever
kiiown. The `.Strawberry King" Sa,5.s he hasseen finer plates of Sucker State than of any other variety. On my
grounds the plant is very vigorous, productive. Berriesof fine Size and excellent quality. This is one of the
best vai.ieties to plant to fertiHze Crescent with, that I have found. It is altogether a decidedl}' meritorious sort.
W|NDSOR CHIEF-Is NOT Champion, but a distinct and superior variety, and on my grounds, one of the
most valuable in thelist.
productive.

Berriesare good Size, fille dark Color, alld of fair quality.

Plant vig{trous hard.v and

STRAWBERRIES-General Collection.
Doz.
Atlantic,

desirable sorts.

CaJpt

INDIANA is a seedling of my own, and a variety that I am confident
will be a credit to m9 native State. It is a seedling from Charles Downing,
and, like its parent,is a vigorous and tall grower. The fruit stalk is quite
long and stout. The berries are]a,nee and vel.y regular, and bea,utiful in
shape, light glossy scarlet, flesh well (ololed throughout, quite fit.in, good,
Sprightly flavoi.. Season medium. The berries continue of good size till
tbe end of the season. I have re(eived favorable notices .of this variety
from cultivators in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, etc. I Consider it worthy of general trial. I
Lovett, of h'ew Jersey, says, January,1886: " Indiana-an improvement on Charles:DowniDg, with fol].age less liable to blight."
JAMES VICK ``was named with the concurrence and approval of the
firm of James Vick, to perpetuate the name of a worthy, honomble man."
The plant is very vigorous and hardy, with strong roots, flowers perfect,
berries nearly round, of uniform size, firm in flesh, deep scarletin color,
and ot good flavor ; desirable for family use as well as for market.
" With me it is i)nusual]y uniform in size and shape, and enormously
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M00RB'S NIEW CROSS-BRED ASPARAGUS.

productive for a plant having perfect flowers. I think it of decided value,

:§E:&i3i)ylioE eE3rtkheet.piaTnht€E#,Ti!Sdtthoeap£:¥:8|fi:8#?¥t°rfi#s°]rna5.rdoE:%Tit,ye.:es;`t¥:t€rgg:Ete.rtFr£#oefn±o*rtacthe
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quality, -quite firm; late.

PARRY STRAWBEFIRY-

Was raised from seed of the Jersey Queen, ill 188,0. The PARR`' possesses all the good qualities of its parent, Jer.sey Queen,
with add`itign of perfect blossoms, ensuring productiveness under

all circuinstances. Plant-a rank, vigorous grower, clean foliage,
perfe(.t flowers, and productive. Berries~1arge, obtuse conic
brightg]ossy scarlet, firm and of best quality.

The PARRY was

awa,rded the first premium at the Burlington count} , N. J„ Fair
three }'eal`s in successioii, though in competition with all the
leading varieties in that locality, so distinguished for sma,1l fruit
products.
F,. S. Carman, editor of the ji"rcL! New yoi.A.c7., says ; "The

average size of the PARRY is larger than the Sharpless ; it is never
coxcomed with us; from our tests we I.udge the berry is well
orthy of praise."
•The Philip J. Ritter conserve Co., Philadelphia, Pa., says:
``We have put up abot}t 80,000 quarts of strawberries of almost all

TH E pARRy sT nAWBERRy.

ment to have the PARRY strawberry gro``'n
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`\ BREBnillRE

This Asparagus is the result of cross-breeding a large specimen of
the ` Giant Improved ' with anothervai.iety. We olalm for this variety
superiority in the following points : It retains the head cltise until the
stalks attain quite a length, while other varieties branch out soon a,fter
Coming through the ground. Perfect uniformity in `color, which call
llot be sa,id of any other variety. It is more tender, and ol better quality than others.
In large but uniform size, in common field culture, this variety is
unequalled. The general appearance is better, and it sells betterin
rna,rket. Specimens were on exhibition befoi.e the Massachusetts Horticultural society last spring that weighed over three poullds to the
bunch of twelve stalks. This variety has received first prizes from the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society iiiiieteen years out ol the last
twenty.two, and is endorsed as the largest, tenderest, and sweetest va.
I`iety by the best authorities in various parts of the country.
MO0RE'S CROSS-BRED plants, 2 years old, 75'cents per dozen,
$1 .50 per 100.

CONOVERS COLOSS `L Asparagus pla,nts,1 year old, 50 ceiits per
dozen, $1.00` per 100.

R H U BARB EGYPTIAN QU FEN-A new variety that is superior to any
other in cultivation in early, vigorous growth, tenderness of stalk, and
delicacy of flavor, 20 cents each, $2.00 per dozen, Slo per 100.

Rhubarb Linnceus or Peach, a well tested and popular va,riety of
Pie Plan.t, 15 ceiits each , $1.50 per dozen, $7.00 per 100.

Moore7s Now Cross.Bi.ed Asparagus,
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NEW ORNAMENTAL TREES AND PLANTS]
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golden hue.
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New Russian Weeping Wi]low ``Orel." 'From:a Photograph.
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ORNAMIENTAL SHRUBS.
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PRICES \OF CATAlipA TRliJES.
CATALPA SPECIOSA.-Tralit§planted, 8 to 12 feeL fine

"

6to8feet,

Each

blossoms are ti bundan t„

"
Sa58%:I;888

]0 to 15 inches

`,,

io
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0 feet, full blooming trees .....

Transp]antod, 4 to 6 ±TeT6Ti
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Tea8' Japt:nose Hytprid.-New trai]splanted, 8 to 12 feet
«
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u to
5
uu 7/ feet..
ieei
Transplanted, 3 to 4 feet ........
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to

ti30 per 1
2 feet ............. Si6 56i i

CATALPA SIEIEDS-Per Mail.
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Calycanthus.
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$
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33
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150

$

250

Althea, or Rose of sharon.
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remembe-r how bees swarm upon it from morning till night,

5 00

10 00

` SUCCESSFUL TIM.BER PLANTING.
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Crenata.
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CATALOGUE, SPRING OF 1886.
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HYDRANGEA PANICULA-
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Price 15 cents each; Sl.50 per dozei.i.
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Snow Ball.

SpmEA DOUBLE REEVEsll-A charming shru.b wi.th. na`rrow-
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Spirea Van Houttei.

riverin Asia. This is ahand-
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AM ER I CAN -This has leaves
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Phlladelphus Primulaflorusi

colored, pea-shaped flowers. I:]5 ceiits each; $1.jo per dozen.
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SPRING OF 1886.
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VINES AND CLIMBERS.

Weigela Florabunda.
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Clematis coccinea.

Clematis cI.ispa.
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CLEMATIS.
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CLEMATIS ALEXANDRA.-Violet color,large flower. 2 year plants 75 cents each.
CLEMATIS GI PSY QU FEN.-Brilliant velvety purple, very showy 75 cents each.
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cents each.
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O lie iif the best whites.

Blooms at
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October.

Price. 1 year plants, 50 cents each.

Clematis ]ackmanii.
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HONEYSUCKLI]S.
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Price, 15 cents each; $1.50 per
dozen.
HONEYSUCKLE GIGANTEA.

-A new varity from France, o£
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§ 2. 50 per`dQzen.
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.So graceful in habit, |ux.
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HARDY HHRBACIEOUS PLANTS.

Funkia Subcordata, ortwhite Day Lily..

::--::-:::=::=:==:-:-:=_=::---i-_==-------------_---------Astilbejapon,ica.
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$3.50 Per dozen.
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HARDY GIIADI0LUS.
The following sorts are Aedg i_n.this Climate, an`d forp` a very±Lq]:E(inct and desirable additioii to the varieties 6f-dl-a-dialu-:-fis~u';il~y~i-n6;vi.` They all possess desirable qualities.
GLADroLUS BVZANTINUS. -Flowers
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troduced into Euro-
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GLADloLuS THE BRIDE. -Flowers
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$1.50 per dozen.
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a,ddition of a few Fern
fronds, we know of
nothing more effec-

Hardy Gladiolus.
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Hyacinthus Cand/.cans.

(African Hyacinth.)
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CATAljoGUE, SPRING 0F 18S6.

MONTBRET[AS. `
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A most beautiful
new class ofu bulb.
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Sl 2 00 per 100.
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Iris Kcempfeti.
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CONSTANCE-Light b|iie, with iirg°hwtefines and stripes; tall
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Cluster of Montbretias.
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MONTBRETIA CROCOSMlfiFLORA-|s a hybrid between Montbretia Pottsii and Crocosma Aurea.
Flowt'rsorange.Crimson,arrangedinacompoundracemeofgreatlength,resemblingSomewhatarOrchid;foliage
resembling:a Gladiolus. The plant blooms a long time. Price, 20 cents each; $2.00 per dozen.
MONTBRETIAELEGAN§-Similartothelast,saveincolor,whicnisapretty.vellow,withthebaseofthe
tiibe velmilion. Not as tall gI.owing, but equally as free in blooming. 20 cents each.
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iiine-ii blo-6m. -Perfectly-hardy.

Price,-15 cents each; $1.,5o per dozen.
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MONTBRETIA GRANDIFLORA-A seedling of my o`vn. The plant, spike and flowers are ail ,much larger
andsti.ongerthanthoseofM.Crocosmiaeflora,andineveryrespectsuperiortoit,Theflowersarealsoadarker
Shade of orange crimson. A distinc.t and superior variety. $1 each; „ per dozen.

CATALOGUE, SPRING OF 18S6.
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TENDER FLOWHRING BULBS, ETC.
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leaved Cannas.
``It isa cross between Annei Discolor and Pres Favler.
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CANNAS-GIENERAIJ COLLHCTI0N.
Price of good bulbs per mail, 15 cents each, $1.50 per dozen, unless noted.
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SULPHUREA ALBA-Yellowish rose, fine form.
THE BRIDE~Pure white, £ringed, s.mall flower.
THOMAS` MEEHAN-Rosy purple, shaded cream, full,
fi`ngrant, vigorous. 35 cents each.
VEN uS~Pure white.

br°nMzfusLH£#SCAaE]LeitAflN°TYirgienderfoiiage,da,tkrichb|ueishbronze,orangeredflowers;(reebloomer;4to6ft.

VESICOLOR-Yellowish white, center clear buff, rather
small' ,
V|CTOR-Dark rose, full flower, tall plant.

NERI.US ULTRA.-Very dark foliage, with red shading, rich ci-imson flowers, 5 feet. 25 cents each.
PAPILLION .-Green foliage,1a,rge yellow flowers, flaked and spotted crimson, free bloomer, 4 feet.
PREMICES DE NICE -Beautiful green foliage, edged with pink, with metalic bloom. Iiarge orange flowers.
Five feet.
QUEEN VICTORIA.-Quite dwarf, dark bronze foliage, scarlet flowers. 3 feet.
SELOwl.-Green foliage, orange scarlet flowers. 5 feet.

WESTERN BEAUTY-Hxtra large, full deep carmine rose,
shadingtolighter at tips, profuseblooner. 35c.
EULALIA JAPONICA VARIEGATA.-A hardy perenni:L]

gr.issfrom Japan, with long narrow lea,veg striped gI.e€n
i`nd white; the flower stalks are 4 to 6 feet high, tei`minat5ng
with a cluster of flower spikes, in which the individual flo``v'eTs are, arranged; the flowers are surrounded by long silk.\threadsof a lightpurple color. These form most gracef`L1`
winter orna,ments for the pa,rlor, resembling ostrich plume`` .

AMARYLLIS\ TREATIE -The elegant
Fairy Lily, native of
the Southern States, succeeds finely when bedded out in summer; flower
stems are about one foot high, flowers white, about two inches in diameter,
sweet scented. For winter blooming, plant four bulbs in a six-inch Pot,
land set in cellar a few weeks, then bring to the light. Bulbs from the
open groulld should be dug in October and stored in cellar over winter.

The plants in summei., and the plumes in winter, are vcr.y
showy.

Price,15 cents each: $1.25 per dozen.
AMARYLLIS VALLOTA PuRPUREA-(See Cut) -One of

Price, 20 cents eachi S.2.00 per dozen.

EULALIA JAPONICA ZEBRINA.-(See

the preceding in outline, excepting that it attains a greatt`r
height. Unlike other plants with variegated foliage, tlie
marking of this is a)cross the leaves, each leaf
every two or three inches by a band of yellow one-half ill(i 1
wide. The plant is hardy, and When once planted, will i[icrease in size and beauty from yearto year. Price 25 cents

!

TR|CYRTIS

GRANDIFLORA-A

showy

and

is perfectly hardy.

curious

Price, 20 cents each; $2 per dozen.
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(

each; $2.50 per dozen.

ochidaceous` plant, from Japan, growing two to three feet
high, perfectly covered in early autumn with lilac-spotted
flowers, about two inches across, that emit a pleasant
Heliotrope fragrance. The plant blooms a long time, and

the most

beautiful and desir8.ble plants, either for growing in pots or for I)lanting
in the summerborder. The flower stems grow about a foot high, pro-

cut.)-Resemb].js

green, and large bulbs, if kept growing, will bloom several times during
the year, The plant is as easily cultivated as the Call& I.ily. Price fo]
plants, blooming size, 35 cents each; $3.50 per dozen.
AMARYLLIS JOHNSONIl-A very handsome plant with broa,a leaves,
and large crimson flowers of very large size. Each crimson petal has a
distinct white stripe down the center. Good bulbs, 75 Cents each.
AMARVLLIS PRINCE 0F ORANGE-A handsome bulb i or bedding

Eulalia Japonica zebrina.

out in summer, or for blooming in the Louse in winter. The flowers are
on strong stems about a foot high, of very bright orange color. The flowers are large, lily-like and attractive. Price, 40 cents each. t`
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E. Y. TEAS, DUNREITH, INDIANA,
CHiq=ON§TEMMA HISPIDA.~EverbJooming Ilyssop. The most remarkable and continuous free-flowering
plant we hfrve ever seen; the flowers are star-shaped, Pure white, about a quarter of an inch in dil`meter, cover-

ing at all times the whole plant. It win prove a very beautiful winter flowering window plant, and for vases
and baskets in the summertime it isunsurpassed. This is one of those fine old plants that i8 rarely seen, No
florist or plant grower can afford to be Without it. Price,10 cents each, $1.00 per dozen.
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Van Buren Co., Mich., April 16,1885.

Raspberry plants came

to hand in
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good condition.

Thanks.

lant of the Arum family, a most valuable addition to our
St o£ ornamental fo_lia.g'ed p_lan_ts_ for b.lading out in
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for your careful packing.
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according to size of bulbs.

C00PERIA PEDUNCULATA
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satisfactory. Thanks for extras.
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GLADIOLUS.
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more satisfaction than those received from your place, nor
grown so well.
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Everything is satisfactory.
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Florists in this line to a wonderful de_ ----- _-_:
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Suffolk.C.o., N. Y., May lo, ]885.
plants arrived safely, all satisfactory ar;d in` g-c-)6d `o'rJd-er
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more than expected.

Freesia Refl.acta A]ba.

a longperiod. The flowering stems, cut when the fi-rstbuds begin to opel], and placed ill
water in the dwelling, bloom for a long time; the later buds open nearly as well as if still on
the plant.

In thefatl, when the stalks have rlpened, the bulbs should be dug and placed ill a dry
place~onshelvesinacellarsecurefromtliefrost-untilplantingtimethefollowingseason.

Gladiolus plant.
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Thebaletrees at hand and 0. K., ant well pleased
thanks.
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$1.00 EACH PEE HAIL.

Per Mail, PHepaid, to any Post O#ice in the United States,
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SPECIAL PRI]MIUMS.

four fine sorts, flower-

